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Our Vision  

That the Genesee County Medical Society maintain its position as the premier medical society by advocating on behalf of its 
physician members and patients.  

Our Mission  

The mission of the Genesee County Medical Society is leadership, advocacy, education, and service on behalf of its members and 
their patients.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  PLEASE NOTE  

The GCMS Nominating Committee seeks input from members for nominations for the GCMS Presidential Citation for Lifetime 
Community Service. The Committee would like to be made aware of candidates for consideration.  

By subscription $60 per year. Member subscription included with Society dues. Contributions to  
THE BULLETIN are always welcome. Forward news extracts or material of interest to the staff before the 1st of the month. All 
statements or comments in THE BULLETIN are the statements or opinions of the writers and are not necessarily the opinion of 

the Genesee County Medical Society . 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE   

 

Physician Advocacy - Help the patient and in turn treat the 
disease. 
 

“The good physician treats the disease; the great physician treats the patient who has the disease.” 

-William Osler 

Advocacy - what is it? 

As physicians, we often find ourselves at the crossroads of a unique and sometimes intimate knowledge 

of patient needs, intersecting with the ability to leverage influence to change health care system delivery, 

social barriers, and even impact political policy. It is incumbent on physicians to be very familiar with 

the concept of seeing patient needs beyond a biomedical model and incorporating social factors of health 

into patient care, which forms the foundation of being an advocate. These factors may include education, 

income and employment, social support and housing, as well as early childhood experiences. 

Is physician advocacy important? 
 

On an individual basis, the precursors of advocacy must first involve establishing a patient-provider   

relationship wherein the needs of the patient are understood and heard, followed by taking additional 

steps to ensure a patient receives the services they need to recover and thrive in society. It is essential to 

have the humility to recognize that many physicians come from a background of relative privilege, and 

thus may not be able to directly relate to how a person without social privilege experiences illness or 

need. Being educated professionals, physicians ought to be reflective, self-aware, and cautious in        

assuming they know or understand the socially disadvantaged patient’s priorities which is very important 

in the communities we serve.  

 

What are the barriers to physician advocacy? 
 

An important first barrier to having engaged physician advocates is the selection criteria of medical 

schools traditionally placing heavy emphasis on biomedical knowledge and predictors of achievement as 

a medical expert. If our medical communities and training institutions place a high value on advocacy, 

pre-medical school experiences that highlight awareness of social justice issues and a desire to intervene 

will be increasingly considered. 
 

Traditionally, advocacy was something observed in predecessor physicians who were notable role    

models as advocates, then subsequent physicians began to experience and hone similar behaviors as   

independent practitioners. In more recent years, there is an increasing emphasis on service learning:   

engaging undergraduate medical students in community-based, hands-on projects to understand and   

become involved with social and societal health needs. 
 

 

http://www.gcms.org
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How can we foster the skills of physician advocates? 
 
With the assumption that there is consensus that advocacy is an essential skill for physicians and as such 

should be thoughtfully and specifically taught throughout medical training, the task becomes how to 

build an educational framework. We must begin by selecting future colleagues that have an interest in, 

and hopefully a passion for, the role of physician as advocate. Both trainees and “accomplished”       

physician advocates must constantly and humbly return to the person or group we are advocating with to 

ensure our priorities align and that we are indeed working alongside. This will require the ability to    

establish excellent therapeutic              relationships built on trust, listening, and understanding. The 

ability to liaise with community organizations that do not necessarily have biomedical outcomes as their 

primary goal ought to be encouraged and modelled early during the formative training of future doctors.  
 

Despite its diverse and broad definition, physicians often intuitively know when advocacy is required 

and that it is integrally important to the health of the individual and in caring for the greater community. 

Acquisition of advocacy skills is complex, longitudinal, inter-relational, and collaborative. The nature of 

the activity will  necessarily mean it is harder to define, quantify, and assess than other traditional     

physician skills such as scholarship and technical medical expertise; hence, curricula are diverse and in 

evolution. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, advocates must approach each patient as an individual 

and with a great deal of humility.  Perception of need and how best to advocate is a lifelong challenge, 

which even the accomplished clinician advocate will find humbling and instructive. 
 

Hope this resonates with you and your willingness to become a “true” patient advocate. 

 

 

 

 
 

Until next time, stay safe and healthy 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Sunilkumar Rao, DO,MHA,FACC,FACP 

http://www.gcms.org
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Board of Directors 

AUGUST 24, 2021 6:00 pm 

Via Zoom 

 

Practice Managers 

September 9, 2021  8:00 am 

Via Zoom 

 

Legislative  

September 13, 2021  8:00 am 

To Be Determined– Due to Delta Variant 

 

Town Hall Meeting 

September 15, 2021 6:00 pm 

Via Zoom 

http://www.gcms.org
http://wachler.com/
http://www.wachler.com/
http://gcms.org/
https://www.potterandroose.com/
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE 

DAVID HOFF, MA, CCP 

 

Another First for Genesee County 

 

There are over 15 million people that suffer from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease in the United 

States.  Emphysema and chronic bronchitis are 2 forms of COPD but most patients with COPD have 

some of each.  Patients with advanced COPD have severe difficulty in breathing.  While medications 

can help, they frequently result in only partial improvement. 

Emphysema/COPD is most commonly caused by cigarette smoking.   Severe emphysema can damage 

the lung in many ways, mainly profound hyperinflation.  Patients have difficulty exhaling which results 

in air trapping, causing difficulty breathing.  These changes are predominantly non-reversible. 

Common current Treatments for COPD include: 

Cessation of smoking which is the best 

Oral Medications  

Bronchodilators  

Supplemental oxygen therapy  

Surgical lung reduction 

Lung transplant which can be curative at times 

In 2018 a new procedure was approved by the FDA for specific patients suffering from severe COPD 

associated with hyperinflation.   Endobronchial lung volume reduction offers a new treatment for    

emphysema in patients that meet a strict criteria for the procedure.  The Zephyr Endobronchial Valve 

(ZEBV) is a treatment option to help emphysema patients breathe easier and enjoy a better quality of 

life.  

The Pulmonologist must determine if the patient suffering from severe emphysema is a candidate for 

the Zephyr Endobronchial Valve procedure.   Utilizing the guidance of bronchoscopy, tiny one-way   

endobronchial valves are inserted into the most hyperinflated areas of the lungs.   The Zephyr           

Endobronchial Valve prevents air from entering the hyperinflated area of the lungs while allowing it to 

deflate.  With Zephyr Endobronchial valves strategically inserted: inhalation only occurs to the     

healthier parts of the lungs.   The number of ZEB valves placed is determined by the Pulmonologist and 

depends on the size of the airway and the location of disease.  

 

http://www.gcms.org
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The potential benefits for the ZEBV procedure are: 

Decreased work of breathing 

Improved Quality of Life 

Increased lung function 

Improved exercise tolerance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To our knowledge there are currently only 7 hospitals in Michigan offering the Zephyr Endobronchial 

Valve procedure. 

I am very pleased this procedure is available in Genesee County. 

This article was written in collaboration with Dr. M. Ghiath Bayasi, MD. 

For more information, please contact executivedirector@gcms.org  

DAVID HOFF, MA, CCP 

http://www.gcms.org
mailto:executivedirector@gcms.org
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               Virtual Medical Community Town Hall                    

        Zoom Teleconference 

Wednesday, September 15, 2021 

6:00 p.m. 

Guest Speaker: Dr. Zia Uddin  

Topic: “Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare”  

There is no cost to attend this important membership session 

RSVP at ExecutiveDirector@gcms.org 

http://www.gcms.org
http://www.djbhealth.com/
mailto:executivedirector@gcms.org
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GUEST EDITORIAL 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Zion National Park, a Gem in The Crown of Natural Wonders 

After several weeks of entertaining, a vacation was in order. This time, it was the famous 
Zion National Park. Spanning over 145,000 acres in Arizona, California, Nevada and Utah, 
the park is one of the most visited of all. Two days in nearby Springdale wasn't enough to 
soak in the breathtaking panoramic views of the majestic mountains. 

The rugged and mountains. Thank you for sharing these mountains, formed millions of 
years ago, are Mother Nature's work of art which continues to be in progress. Strong 
winds cut through the mountains with Virgin River carrying a million tons of sediment a 
year to form layers of rock with several minerals. The excessive iron content gives a  
vermillion color to the mountains that is stunning. 

The Hanging Gardens, Emerald Pool, Grotto, Angel's Landing and the Patriarchs are 
some of the must see attractions in this park that is a haven for mountain trekking. 

The tiny waterfalls feed the hanging gardens. The mighty, historic Virgin River that helped carve the majestic mountains. 

 Lakshmi Tummala 

Spectacular mountains. Mother nature's gift! I would strongly recommend this as a must see 
sight for all visitors to North America.  

http://www.gcms.org
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ATTENTION: PRACTICE MANAGERS  

AND OFFICE STAFF! 

Genesee County Medical Society addresses issues of concern  

for medical professionals! 

Please join GCMS and SOVITA in monthly meetings for 

practice managers and office staff of all member physicians. 

Please email executivedirector@gcms.org to  RSVP,  

Due to the Delta Variant, the meeting will be held via zoom.  

 

    & 

NEXT MEETING DATE:    

                                                      September 9, 2021 @ 8:00 A.M.                    

                                         You do not want your Practice Manager to miss  out  

on these valuable meetings! 

Via Zoom 

Email  executivedirector@gcms.org for a zoom meeting invite 

http://www.gcms.org
mailto:executivedirector@gcms.org.
mailto:executivedirector@gcms.org.
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HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER HONORED AS "THE WORLD'S BEST SMART HOSPITALS 2021" 

FLINT - Newsweek Magazine has just named Hurley Medical Center as one of the top Smart Hospitals in 

the world and the # 1 Smart Hospital in Michigan.  

Newsweek is recognizing the top 250 institutions around the world, ranking Hurley as # 111 for   

demonstrating leadership in the use of smart technologies, including AI (artificial intelligence),           

telemedicine, robotic surgery, digital imaging, smart buildings and electronic health records.  

Hurley is one of just three hospitals in the state to be ranked for its ongoing efforts to integrate        

technologies, maximize new data-driven opportunities and improve cutting-edge treatment for         

patients. "It is such an honor to be recognized for the work done at Hurley optimizing all of our       

technology to enhance safe patient care. Our designation as a HIMSS Stage 7 Hospital in 2018 validated 

our efforts using technology to improve care collaboration, patient safety, teamwork and efficiency,” 

says Dr. Michael D. Roebuck, Hurley Chief Medical Information Officer. "As a leader in healthcare we 

are always aware of the need to evoke every ounce of potential from every investment we make.     

Investing in technology is very expensive, however, the outcome for patients when the technology is 

optimized allows those cared for at Hurley to be assured that safety measures are in place, that teams 

are collaborating about their care, and that the bedside providers have all of the information readily 

available to them to make the best clinical decisions. When investing in technology, no matter where it 

is to be implemented, we start with the philosophy of 'how will this best enhance the care of the       

patient'. We then implement the technology to ensure this end goal is met. Recognition on this list of 

Smart Hospitals validates the effective collaboration between the information technology team, the 

biomedical engineering team, the physicians, and the clinical teams throughout the hospital who      

remain focused on improving and enhancing the safe patient care we are known for.” 

HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER RANKINGS 

#1 Michigan  

#40 United States 

#111 World 

http://www.gcms.org
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• Hurley is one of 5 health systems in the state to be validated as a HIMSS Stage 7 Hospital -maximizing 

electronic medical records to provide care that is safe, efficient and high quality. 

• Our growing technology allows doctors in the NICU to predict symptoms in babies before they        

experience them. 

• With innovative bar codes and high tech IV pumps, we improve safety making sure patients get the 

correct medications and doses. 

• Hurley has been able to share 3.5 million patient records with 2000 hospitals spanning 50 states. The 

digital transformation helps patients if they get sick or hurt on vacation or have moved. 

• MyChart allows patients to get test results quicker and make appointments easier. 

Hurley has been long recognized as a compassionate hospital. As an independent hospital we have 

carefully managed our resources in order to become a cutting edge medical center, providing advanced 

care to patients in 15 counties throughout MidMichigan, Northern Michigan and the Thumb. As      

technology advances, we have made it a priority to value our investments and make the investments 

work to their maximum.  

In partnership with the global data research company Statista Inc., Newsweek created the World's Best 

Smart Hospital 2021 rankings based on worldwide recommendations from hospital managers and   

medical professionals, analyzing more than 13,000 votes in a survey on smart hospitals.  

Hurley Medical Center is a 443-bed premier public teaching hospital located in the heart of Genesee 

County. As the region's only Level I Traun1a Center, Burn Center, and the highest level Neonatal        

Intensive Care Unit available in Genesee County, Hurley is a recognized leader in clinical care and       

education, maintaining affiliations with Michigan State University, the University of MichiganAnn     

Arbor, the University of Michigan-Flint, Mott Community College and Henry Ford Health System. 

Founded in 1908, Hurley provides care for more than 100,000 people annually.  

 

 

http://www.gcms.org
http://hurleymc.com/
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Do you have an advertising NEED? 

• Are you a Physician and you are a member of 

GCMS and you have a new practice in Michigan? 

• Do you have a medical practice and you are a 

member of GCMS and your office has relocated? 

• Do you have a business that serves Michigan and  

business slow? 

    Let Genesee County Medical Society help! 

  

 1/4-page ad   $100/month 

 1/2-page ad   $195/month 

 3/4-page ad   $290/month 

 Full page ad   $350/month 

 A link to the business website or email can be added for NO additional fee.  

 

 

to connect with GCMS, we can provide your advertising needs! 

 

 

Genesee County Medical Society Bulletin 

(ONLINE MAGAZINE) 

Your ad will be featured in the Genesee County Medical Society monthly bulletin that is provided to 

1,500+ viewers.  The Bulletin can also be found on the GCMS website, and is also published 

through Calameo virtual magazine. (HTTPS://En.Calameo.com/) 

**all ads placed by Physicians or Medical Practices must have a GCMS membership. 

http://www.gcms.org
mailto:executivedirector@gcms.org
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https://www.arthritis.org/search/results?query=online%20exercises
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Registration for Covid19 Vaccination  

    
 

    Genesee County COVID vaccine Registration: Click Here 

 

Genesee County COVID vaccine Registration by Telephone: 810 600 0617  

 

 Healthcare provider seeking to have your staff vaccinated, please fill out    
this form and email it to tojohnson@gchd.us. 

 
   Meijer COVID vaccine Registration: Click Here  

   Rite Aid COVID vaccine Registration: Click Here  

   McLaren Heath care/ Karmanos 65 + COVID vaccine Signup:  Click Here 

   Valley Area Agency on Aging:   for elderly call 810 239 7671 

 
   FORM to Take to the Vaccine Appointments: Click Here  

Residents who don’t have access to the internet or who need assistance navigating the      
vaccine scheduling process can call the COVID-19 Hotline at 888-535-6136 (press 1)        
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

    CDC Vaccine Information: Click Here  

http://www.gcms.org
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GCHDCOVIDAPPTRQST
https://www.gchd.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/COVID-Vaccine-Request-for-Medical-Professionals.pdf
mailto:tojohnson@gchd.us
https://clinic.meijer.com/register/CL0001
https://www.riteaid.com/pharmacy/covid-qualifier
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=2hsCgpGHtEGAev9bVIdQ5hWquV2vg-VDmWQw_g0qziJUNFJHU0lLT0JERVRGTTRQRk83UEpCMFpRQS4u
https://www.gchd.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/COVID-19-Vaccine-Registration-Form.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/index.html
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  For Daily Genesee County Covid-19 Numbers 

 For Reporting  

For State of Michigan Covid-19 Information 

http://www.gcms.org
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus
https://gchd.us/coronavirus/
mailto:gchd-cd@gchd.us
https://gchd.us/coronavirus/
https://gchd.us/coronavirus/
mailto:GCHD-CD@gchd.us
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus
mailto:GCHD-CD@gchd.us
https://gchd.us/coronavirus/
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https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-73971_4911_4914-545768--,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-73971_4911_4914-545768--,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_103214---,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_103214---,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-73971_4911_4914-530653--,00.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/faq.html
https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-73971_4911_4914-545768--,00.html
https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_103214---,00.html
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Volunteer Sign Up – COVID-19 Vaccine Clinic 
 

The Genesee County Health Department is looking for volunteers to assist in the delivery 
of COVID-19 vaccine throughout Genesee County. Please follow the steps below if you 
are at least 18 years old and interested in volunteering at an upcoming GCHD COVID-19 

Vaccine Clinic. 

Submitting a volunteer application alone will not confirm you as a volunteer. 

Volunteer opportunities are available at our Burton Branch and at various TBD community locations. 

Step 1 – CLICK HERE to complete volunteer application (You must be at least 18 years old to volunteer) 

Step 2 – Your application will be processed (We are experiencing a high number of applications at this 
time. Applications may take 2-3 weeks to process.) 

Step 3 – Once your application has been processed, you will receive an email confirming your volunteer 
status. This email will provide instructions on how to select a volunteer date and time. 

Vaccines for volunteers may be available if there are appointment cancellations, but cancellations 
are rare and there is no guarantee of this availability. To be eligible for vaccine, volunteers must live or 
work in Genesee County. 

Have a question about volunteering? Visit our Volunteer FAQ here 

 

http://www.gcms.org
https://goo.gl/maps/3AAGxqVWkbBaoToP6
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/GCHDvolunteer
https://www.gchd.us/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Volunteer-FAQs-FINAL-2.5.21.pdf
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Your Genesee County Practice Can Help : 
 
 
 

• If your Physician’s Office/Practice is in the MICR system & approved to give 
COVID-19 vaccinations. 

 
• If your Physician’s Office/Practice would like to give the Covid-19 vaccination, but 

is not currently in the MICR system or is not approved for COVID vaccinations, 
please contact Genesee County Health Department to get registered. 

 
 

If your Genesee County Practice is interested, please have them contact                  
Joanne Herman @ Joanne.herman76@gmail.com  

 
Let’s come together to help the most vulnerable patients get vaccinated!  

 
 
 
 

Genesee County May Receive a Much Larger Supply of  
COVID Vaccinations to Distribute! 

http://www.gcms.org
mailto:joanne.herman76@gmail.com
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